
Given;(Complaint # 30083575)
(notes for hearing) It should be noted if the word I it means Complainant 
of Complaint  # 30083575 in not ways means implication.



Photos of speeding vehicles  
are taken at 11 mph or over  
the posted speed limit.



The fine of; $197.00 concurs with 11 to 15 MPH OVER. So to 
get a fine of $197.00 and to have a photo taken one must be 
going at least 11 mph over the posted speed. 
It is therefore my understanding if one is traveling below 11 
MPH then Photos are not allowed as evidence.

Can recall going through Star Valley on Friday January 7, 
2011, but uncertain of the time or speed.

I am  UNCERTAIN OF THE SPEED, and the 
time I was traveling, and any implication otherwise would be 
certainly false.

So there is UNCERTAINTY in the 
speed traveled, by the driver since there were many drivers 
which travel through Star Valley on Friday January 7, 2011.
The system is configured to an accuracy of +/- 1 MPH



        ± is the same as +/- 
        so given above a measurement of;

4.4cm is the same as 4.4+/-1cm

in putting it in millimeters (mm)
  44mm is 44+/-1mm is 44±1mm

in putting it in miles per hour (mph)
  44mph is 44+/-1mph is 44±1mph

This concurs with;



The system is configured to an accuracy of +/- 1 MPH

First of all before it is progressed any further with the math it 
is felt that I will need to intercede my qualifications. 

Been a professor of mathematics at the University of New 
Mexico, which has a criminal science program;

Last class instructed was an algebra class.





Also am currently certified by standards of the State of 
Arizona, in areas of mathematics, science, engineering, 
economics, and English as a second language.





Instructed basically mathematics and science in the State of 
Arizona for sixteen school years. Seven years at Valley High, 
Sanders, eight years at Window Rock High, Ft Defiance, and 
one year at White Cone High. At the University of New 
Mexico in Gallup, instructed computer engineering (calculus 
was listed as a prerequisite), algebra, and technical 
mathematics, classes for two decades.

Individuals in the criminal justice system of Arizona since 
Gallup is with twenty miles of the border; in which I could 
have been the mathematics professor of  their criminal justice 
program were also instructed by an Arizona Certified 
instructor in areas of engineering, mathematics, and science.



For four years worked as a mine engineer in 
southern Indiana. Passed the State of Utah 
Engineer in Training Exam. 

How to calculate in;

Accuracy;
The system is configured to an accuracy of +/- 1 MPH



Given;

We have a measurement of ;

Approx. 56 MPH = 56+/-1 MPH = 56±1 MPH

for a maximum of;     56+1 = 57 MPH
for a minimum of ;     56-1 = 55 MPH

Now inputting the posted;

Maximum over posted is; 57-45 = 12 MPH
Minimum  over posted is; 55-45 = 10 MPH

The given numbers do not show the 
vehicle as traveling 11 MPH or more 
over the speed limit.

Given numbers show;



The vehicle is traveling ten to twelve 
miles over the speed limit.
How to calculate in;

Uncertainty;
Students in my chemistry classes would do a pencil drop lab 
on a target which would help to demonstrate a location of and 
electron around a proton in the hydrogen atom. It was 
Heisenberg's Uncertainty Principle. 

From dropping pencil to a target the students would get 
graphs similar in shape which Heisenberg would get for the 
distance of an electron from the proton. This would give a 
bell shape curve skewed to the right.

Drivers when approaching Star Valley from a posted 55MPH 
and seeing the posted 45 MPH in order to not incriminate are 
targeting the new posted speed. They will be traveling near 
the 45 MPH posted speed. 

If non bias data is graphed it would verify a bell shape curve 



skewed to the right. The more the data the better the curve.

This is the result of applied targeting mathematics.

The graph given the speeds would be a graph that would run 
downward left to right with a negative slope, through 55, 56, 
and 57MPH, and look something like this;

With utilizing a histogram, Uncertainty the red line 
represents the number of vehicles in comparison which are 
traveling at Approx. 56MPH, that are traveling below 
56MPH, which is not 11MPH or more over the posted speed 
limit of 45MPH. The blue line represents the number of 
vehicles traveling at or above 56MPH, which is at 11MPH or 
above. One can see the red line is of equal width to the blue 



line is longer than the blue line, therefore traveling under 
11MPH over the posted speed is greater then traveling at or 
over 11MPH over the posted speed.

In truth at speed 
Approx 56 it is most 
likely the vehicle of 
Complaint # 30083575 
was not going 
11MPH or more over 
the posted speed. 
So vehicle of Complaint # 30083575 is traveling at a speed where photos are not 
allowed in evidence.



note; Numbers are supplied by the Star Valley Website;http://www.ci.star-valley.az.us/ 
and Star Valley Magistrate Court, Gila County, Arizona

Photo(s) are not evidence 
in this hearing.

Disclaimer;
Since photo(s) have been shown to be invalid and not to be 
evidence; questions answered to  photo would also be invalid. Have 
chosen not answer any questions to any  photo.  If by chance I 
accidentally answer a question on the photo provided, I would like it 

http://www.ci.star-valley.az.us/


taken out of the court's record. 

If the court should not strike out any response to photo in attempted 
use as evidence, in no way should any response by me should be 
considered validation of photo(s) as evidence.
 
Mark S. Elliott


